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SUMMARY
• Message passing communication model 
– basic primitives 
– synchronous/asynchronous 
– patterns 
• client-server interactions 
• active resource managers (vs monitors) 
– guarded communication 
– peer-to-peer interaction 
• Asynchronous message passing and actors 
– actor abstraction & semantics 
– implementations 
• explicit/implicit receive/event loop 
• ActorFoundry, Erlang examples
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MESSAGE PASSING
• Basic idea 
– the only way for processes to interact is by exchanging 
messages 
• send and receive primitives 
– no other abstractions are allowed 
• no shared objects, no monitors, no locks, no 
semaphores, etc 
• Natural model for distributed programming, but more and more 
considered also for concurrent programming in general in 
mainstream languages / frameworks / technologies 
– to avoid pitfalls introduced by multi-threaded programming& 
related synchronization & mutual exclusion mechanism 
– implemented in HTML5 Web Workers, Scala actor library , 
Google DART (with the notion of isolates),...
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ORIGIN OF THE MODEL
• Asynchronous message passing introduced by Brinch-Hansen in 
1970 
– designing Operating Systems for the Danish RC4000 computer  
• Bob Balzer in 1971 introduced the notion of communication port, 
which is at the base of modern async message passing 
• Synchronous communication introduced by C.A.R. Hoare in 1978 
– CSP formalism 
• In 1973 Carl Hewitt and the following years Gul Agha (Carl’s PhD) 
introduce the actor model 
– based on asynchronous message passing 
• Until recently, message passing has been explored almost in OS 
design & implementation 
• With the multi-core and many-code, the model is getting a 
momentum as an alternative model to classic multi-threaded 
programming
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BASIC COMMUNICATION PRIMITIVES
• Channel type 
– chan ch(type id1, ..., type idn) 
• ch is the channel name 
• type and id are the types and the names of the data fields in 
messages transmitted via the channel 
• Communication primitives:  
– send ch(expr1,expr2,...)!
• sending a message composed by expressions expr1, 
expr2,.... through the channel ch 
• expr are expressions whose type must be the same as those 
of the corresponding fields in the declaration of ch 
– receive ch(var1,var2,...varn)!
• receiving a message from a channel ch 
• var1,... are variables whose type must be the same as those 
of the corresponding fields in the declaration of ch!
• The access to the content of each channel is atomic 
– channels are declared global to processes 5
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SYNCHRONOUS VS. ASYNCHRONOUS 
COMMUNICATION
• Synchronous communication 
– a send of a msg on a channel is blocked until the message is 
received on the same channel 
– a receive is blocked until a message is inserted in the channel 
– most primitive model, used in process algebra 
• Asynchronous communication 
– channels have a FIFO buffer where messages are enqueue 
– a send of a msg on a channel succeeds as soon as the 
message is enqueued in the channel 
– a receive is blocked until a message is available in the channel 
– in some models/systems, channels with asynchronous 
message passing are also called ports 
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COMMUNICATION SCHEMES
• Simplest: one-to-one communication model  
– a channel can be used only by a couple of processes 
– typical in synchronous communication 
• e.g. Occam language, implemented on Transputers 
• Most general: many-to-many  
– the same channel can be used by multiple senders 
and multiple receivers 
• competition in receiving messages 
• non-determinism 
• many-one scheme 
– typically used with ports 
= each port can have only a single receiver, but 
multiple senders
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SIMPLE EXAMPLES
8
P Q R
r1,r2: integer!
...!
send requestA(5)!
send requestB(6)!
receive response(r1)!
receive response(r2)!
write(r1+r2)!
...
r: integer!
...!
receive requestA(r)!
send response(r*2)!
...
r: integer!
...!
receive requestB(r)!
send response(r+1)!
...
chan requestA(int value)!
chan requestB(int value)!
chan response(int value)!
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SIMPLE PRODUCER-CONSUMER
• A producer and a consumer interacting by means of a single 
channel
9
PRODUCER CONSUMER
integer x!
!
loop forever:!
p1: x ← produce!
p2: send buf(x)!
integer y!
!
loop forever:!
q1: receive buf(y)!
q2: consume(y) 
channel buf(int)
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A PIPELINE
• A process assembling lines of characters 
– functioning as a filter in pipeline architecture
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chan input(char), output(char[MAXLINE])!
!
process   CharToLine {!
  char line[MAXLINE+1]; !
  int i = 0;!
  while (true) {!
    receive input(line[i]);!
    while (line[i]!=CR and i<MAXLINE){!
      i = i + 1;!
      receive input(line[i]);!
    }!
    line[i] = EOL;!
    send output(line)!
    i = 0;!
  }!
} 
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CLIENT-SERVER INTERACTION
• General client-server architecture using channels
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chan  request(int,kind,arg_type);!
chan[NCLIENTS] reply(arg_result);!
!
process Client[i = 0...N-1] {!
  arg_type myargs; !
  res_type myres;!
  !
  <init args>!
  send request(i,opXXX, myargs);!
  receive reply[i](myres);!
!
}
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SERVER SIDE: ACTIVE-MONITORS  
• Server process waiting request op on a request channel and 
providing a result on a dedicated channel 
– functioning as active monitor 
– typically used for implementing resource allocator processes
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chan  request(int,kind,arg_type);!
chan[NCLIENTS] reply(arg_result); !!
process Server {!
  int clientID; op_kind kind; !
  arg_type args; res_type res;!
  !
  <init code>!
  while (true) {!
    receive request(clientID,kind,args);!
    if (kind == op1){!
      body of op1!
    } else ...!
    } else if (kind == opN){!
      body of opN!
    }!
    send reply[clientID](results);!
  }!
}
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PASSIVE AND ACTIVE RESOURCE 
ALLOCATORS 
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monitor ResAllocator {!
  int avail = MAXUNITS;!
  set units = <initial value>;!
  cond free;!
  !
  procedure res_id acquire(){!
    res_id id!
    if (avail == 0)!
       waitC(free);!
    else !
       avail = avail - 1;!
    id = remove(units);!
    return id!
  }!!
  procedure release(res_id id){!
    insert(units,id);!
    if (emptyC(free))!
   avail = avail + 1;!
    else  !
      signalC(free);!
  }!
}
chan request(int cliendID,int type)!
chan[N] reply(res_id id) !!
process ResAllocator {!
  int clientID; !
  int avail = MAXUNITS;!
  queue pending; # initially empty!
  set units = <initial value>;!
  op_kind kind; res_id id;!
  !
  while (true) {!
    receive request(clientID,kind);!
    if (kind == ACQUIRE){!
      if (avail > 0)!
         avail = avail - 1;!
         id = remove(units);!
         send reply[clientID](id);!
      } else insert(pending,clientID);!
    } else if (kind == RELEASE){!
      if empty(pending){!
        insert(units,id);!
        avail = avail + 1;!
   } else {!
     remove(pending,clientID);!
     send reply[clientID](id);  !
   }!
    }!
  }!
}
process Client[i = 0...N-1] {!
  arg_type myargs; res_id id;!
  ...!
  send request(i,ACQUIRE);!
  receive reply[i](id);!
  #...use resource!
  send request(i,RELEASE);!
}
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PASSIVE AND ACTIVE RESOURCE 
ALLOCATORS 
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Monitor-Based Process-Based
Permanent variables Local server variables
Procedure identifiers request channel and op kinds
Procedure call
send request(...)  !
receive reply(...)
Monitor entry receive request(...)
Procedure return send reply(...)
wait statement Save pending requests
signal statement Retrieve and process pending reqs
Procedure bodies cases in switch statement on op kind
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GUARDED COMMUNICATION 
• Problem: how to receive messages that can arrive on  
multiple channels at the same time? 
• Using guards 
– introduced by Dijkstra in 1974  
– both in the synchronous and asynchronous case 
• mechanism used to realize selective receive using a 
select statements 
– e.g. sockets, Java nio library,...
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GUARDED COMMUNICATION STATEMENT 
• Guarded communication statement:  
!
!
!
– B is a boolean expression 
• if omitted, the value is true 
– C is a communication statement (typically receive) 
– S is a statement block or list 
• Together B and C comprise what is called the guard 
– A guard succeeds if B is true and executing C would not 
cause a delay 
– A guard fails  if B is false 
– A guard blocks if C cannot yet be executed 
16
B ; C → S
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SELECTION + GUARDED COMMUNICATION
• With if statements: 
!
!
!
!
!
– Semantics 
• first: evaluate the boolean expressions in the guards 
– if all fails, then the if terminates with no effect 
– if at least one succeeds, choose one of them non-
deterministically 
– if all guards block, then wait until one guard succeeds 
• second: execute the C statement for the chosen guard 
• third: execute the S block
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if B1;C1 → S1;!
[] B2;C2 → S2;!
[] B3;C3 → S3;!
fi
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EXAMPLE
• Guarded command example:
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if nReqs < max; receive computeSum(a,b,i) !
   → nReqs+=1; send result[i](a+b)!
[] nReqs < max; receive computeMul(a,b,i)!
   → nReqs+=1; send result[i](a*b)!
fi
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LOOP + GUARDED COMMUNICATION
• With loop statements (represented by do statement): 
!
!
!
!
– in this case the selection process is repeated until all 
guards fail
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do B1;C1 → S1;!
[] B2;C2 → S2;!
[] B3;C2 → S3;!
od
process Copy(chan in(char), chan out(char)) {!
  char buffer[10];!
  int front = 0, rear = 0, count = 0;!
  do count < 10; receive in(buffer[rear]) !
     → count++; rear = (rear+1)%10;!
  [] count > 0; send out(buffer[front]) !
     → count--; front = (front+1)%10;!
  od!
}
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PRODUCERS / CONSUMERS
• Wrapping the bounded-buffer with a resource allocator 
process 
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
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process BoundedBufferManager {!
  int nItems = 0;!
  int maxElems = ...;!
  Queue<ItemType> queue = ...;!
  ItemType item;!
  boolean ack = true;!
  chan replyChan;!!
  do nitems < maxElems; receive put(item,replyChan) !
    →  queue.add(item);!
    nItems++;  !
    send replyChan(ack);!
  [] nItems > 0; receive get(replyChan) !
     → ItemType el = queue.remove();!
       nItems--;!
       send replyChan(el);!
  od!
}!
process Producer(chan myChan){!
  boolean ack;!!
  loop {!
    ItemType el = produce();!
    send put(el,myChan);!
    receive myChan(ack);!
  }!
} 
process Consumer(chan myChan){!!
  loop {!
    ItemType el;!
    send get(myChan);!
    receive myChan(el);!
    consume(el);!
  }!
} 
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PEER-TO-PEER INTERACTION
• Decentralization of the responsibilities among the interacting 
parts (peers) 
– coordination by means of proper message-based 
interaction protocols among the peers 
• An example 
– “The exchanging values problem” 
• N processes, each one with a local integer value v 
• the goal for every process is to learn the smallest and the 
largest of the n local values 
– three different solution types 
• centralized 
• symmetric 
• ring
21
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CENTRALIZED SOLUTION
• One coordinator process receiving values from any other process 
and establishing the minimum and maximum
22
chan values(int), results[n](int smallest, int largest);!!
process P[0] { #coordinator!
  int v = ....; !
  int new, smallest = v, largest = v; # initial state!
  for i in [ 1... n-1] {!
    receive values(new);!
    if (new < smallest) !
      smallest = new;!
    if (new > largest)!
       largest = new;!
  }!
  # send the result to the other processes!
  for i in [1...n-1]{!
    send results[i](smallest,largest);!
  }!
}!!
process P[i]{!
  int v = ..., smallest, largest;!
  send values(v);!
  receive results[i](smallest, largest);!
}
- small number of msgs!
- bottleneck with coordinator!
  process!
- coordinator’s receive delayed
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SYMMETRIC SOLUTION
• Each process executes the same algorithm 
– first it sends its value to all the others 
– each process in parallel computes the min max
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chan values[n](int);!!
process P[i = 0 to n - 1] { !
  int v = ....; !
  int new, smallest = v, largest = v; # initial state!
  # send my values to other processes!
  for j in [0...n-1], j != i {!
    send values[j](v);!
  # gather values and save the smallest and largest!
  for k in [1...n-1]{!
    receive values[i](new);!
    if (new < smallest)!
      smallest = new;!
    if (new > largest)!
      largest = new;!
  }!
}
- large number of msgs N*(N-1)!
- maximizing distribution !
  concurrency
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• Organizing processes into a logical ring 
– each process P[i] receives msg from its predecessor and sends 
messages to its successor 
– 2 stages: determining the global min and max, spreading min and max
chan values(int), results[n](int smallest, int largest);!!
process P[0] { #coordinator!
  int v = ....; !
  int new, smallest = v, largest = v; # initial state!
  send values[1](smallest,largest);!
  receive values[0](smallest,largest);!
  send values[1](smallest,largest);!
}  !!
process P[i = 1 to n - 1]{!
  int v = ..., smallest, largest;!
  receive values[i](smallest, largest);!
  if (v < smallest)!
    smallest = v;!
  if (v > largest)!
    largest = v;!
  send values[(i+1)%n](smallest,largest);!
  receive values[i](smallest, largest);!
  send values[(i+1)%n](smallest,largest);!
}
RING SOLUTION
24
- small number of msgs!
- limited concurrency
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DINING PHILOSOPHERS
• Dining philosopher problems in a distributed environment 
– each philosopher is running on a different network node 
– forks (resources) can be distributed as well 
• General problem  
– resolving conflicts between processes in distributed systems
25
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• Using a Waiter process acting as resource (forks) allocator 
– responsible for deadlock avoidance and fairness
CENTRALIZED SOLUTION
26
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CENTRALIZED SOLUTION
27
chan getForks(int,int,chan);!
chan releaseForks(int,int,chan);!!
process Waiter[i:0..N-1] {!
  List<Request> pending = ...; !
  boolean availForks[0..N-1] = {false,...};!!
  do receive getForks(fork1,fork2, ReplyChanID)!
    → if availForks[fork1] && availForks[fork2]!
        availForks[fork1] = false;!
        availForks[fork2] = false;!
        send ReplyChanID(fork1,fork2) !
      else!
        pending.add(new Request(Reply,fork,fork2)); !
  [] receive releaseForks(fork1,fork2)!
    → !
      availForks[fork1] = true;!
      availForks[fork2] = true;!
      foreach Request r in pending {!
        if (availForks[r.fork1] && availForks[r.fork2])!
  pending.remove(r);!
         availForks[r.fork1] = true;!
         availForks[r.fork2] = true;!
         send req.ReplyChanID(req.fork1,req.fork2)!
  od !
}
process Philo[i:0..N-1,chan reply]{!
  int first = i; !
  int second = (i+1)%N;!!
  loop {!
    think();!
    send getForks(first,second,reply)!
    receive reply(first,second)!
    eat();!
    send releaseForks(fork1,fork2)!
 }!
}
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• Introducing a waiter managing each fork 
– a resource allocator for each fork 
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
• Adopting a proper coordination protocol between philosophers and 
waiters to avoid deadlock 
– resource hierarchy strategy 
DISTRIBUTED SOLUTION
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DISTRIBUTED SOLUTION
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process Waiter[i:0..N-1] {!
  loop {!
    receive getFork[i]();!
    send getForkReply[i]();!
    receive releaseFork[i]();!
    send releaseForkReply[i]();!
 } !
}
process Philosopher[i:0..N-1] {!
  int first = i; second = (i+1)%N;!!
  if (second < first){!
    first = second;!
    second = i;!
  }!!
  loop {!
    think();!!
    send getFork[first]()!
    receive getForkReply[first]()!
    send getFork[second]()!
    receive getForkReply[second]()!!
    eat();!!
    send releaseFork[first]()!
    receive releaseForkReply[first]()!
    send releaseFork[second]()!
    receive releaseForkReply[second]()!
 }!
}
!
chan getFork[0..N-1];!
chan getForkReply[0..N-1];!
chan releaseFork[0..N-1];!
chan releaseForkReply[0..N-1];!
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SYNCHRONOUS MESSAGE PASSING
• Synchronous semantics 
– send blocked until the message has been received on the channel 
• no need of buffers 
!
!
!
!
!
!
– communication is atomic (inter)-action 
• the data transfer on a channel ch takes place only when  control pointer of 
the sender is on the send instruction on ch  and the control pointer of the 
receiver is on the receive instruction on ch 
• Abstract syntax frequently used 
– for send ch(msg):  ch ! msg 
– for receive ch(msg):  ch ? msg
30
SENDER RECEIVER
...!
p(i): send ch(msg)!
...!
...!
q(j): receive ch(msg)!
...
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PRODUCER-CONSUMER EXAMPLE
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
• With the synchronous semantics the data transfer takes place only 
when: 
– control pointer for P = p2 
– control pointer for Q = q1 
31
PRODUCER CONSUMER
x: integer!
!
loop forever:!
p1: x ← produce!
p2: send ch(x)!
y: integer!
!
loop forever:!
q1: receive ch(y)!
q2: consume(y) 
chan ch(int)
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RENDEZ-VOUS
• Extended synchronization 
– with the sender waiting not only that the receiver would receive the 
request, but also the reply of a result 
– The name rendez-vous invokes the image of two people who chose a 
place to meet 
• the first one to arrive must wait for the arrival of the second 
• Two roles 
– calling processes 
• process calling an entry on an accepting process  
• needs to know the identity of the accepting process and the name of the 
entry 
• call primitive 
– accepting process 
• process accepting requests on specific entries and sending results with a 
reply 
• need not to know the identity of the calling process 
• accept primitive
32
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CALL AND ACCEPT
33
CLIENT SERVER
integer parm, result!
!
   loop forever!
p1:  param ← ...!
p2:  call server.service(parms,result)!
p3:  use(result)
integer p, r!
!
   loop forever!
q1:  accept service(p,r)!
q2:  <do the service with p>!
qX:  ...!
qN:  r ← <result>
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RENDEZ-VOUS IN ADA
• Direct support by means of entry call  
– basic communication mechanism among tasks 
• Accept statement 
– entries declared in the task public interface 
– entries implemented in the task body by means of accept 
statement
34
Calling Task                  Called Task!!
                                task T;!
                                  entry E(formals);!
                                  :       -- declaration!
                                begin!
  :                               :!
  T.E(actuals) -- calls the       accept E(formals);!
                  rendezvous        : -- body of rendezvous!
                                  end accept;!
                                  :!
                                end;
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EXAMPLE
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with Ada.Text_IO;!
use Ada.Text_IO;!!
procedure HotDog is!!
   task Gourmet is!
      entry Make_A_Hot_Dog;!
   end Gourmet;!!
   task body Gourmet is!
   begin!
      Put_Line("I am ready to make a hot dog for you");!
      for Index in 1..4 loop!
         accept Make_A_Hot_Dog do!
            delay 0.8;!
            Put("Put hot dog in bun ");!
            Put_Line("and add mustard");!
         end Make_A_Hot_Dog;!
      end loop;!
      Put_Line("I am out of hot dogs");!
   end Gourmet;!!
begin!
   for Index in 1..4 loop!
      Gourmet.Make_A_Hot_Dog;!
      delay 0.1;!
      Put_Line("Eat the resulting hot dog");!
      New_Line;!
   end loop;!
   Put_Line("I am not hungry any longer");!
end HotDog;
-- Result of execution!!
I am ready to make a hot dog for you!
Put hot dog in bun and add mustard!
Eat the resulting hot dog!!
Put hot dog in bun and add mustard!
Eat the resulting hot dog!!
Put hot dog in bun and add mustard!
Eat the resulting hot dog!!
Put hot dog in bun and add mustard!
I am out of hot dogs!
Eat the resulting hot dog!!
I am not hungry any longer!
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RPC (REMOTE PROCEDURE CALL)
• Using message passing to realise the procedure call abstraction in 
distributed context 
– enabling a client to request a service from a server that may be 
located to a different processor 
• the client calls a server like a normal procedure 
• a process is created to handle in the invocation 
• RPC is different from a rendez-vous because the latter 
involves the active participation of two processes in 
synchronous communication 
• Example of RPC support 
– Java RMI (Java Remote Method Invocation) 
– CORBA (Common Object Request Broker) 
– ADA with Distributed Systems Annex (library)
36
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AVAILABLE IMPLEMENTATIONS FOR 
CHANNEL-BASED MESSAGE PASSING 
• MPI (Message Passing Interface) 
– Library of message passing routines, proposed as a standard by 
a broadly based committee of vendors, implementors, and users.!
– Distributed programs are written in sequential languages (C, 
Fortran, Java,...) and communicate and synchronize by calling 
function in the MPI library 
– http://www-unix.mcs.anl.gov/mpi/!
• PVM (Parallel Virtual Machine) 
– a software package that permits a heterogeneous collection of 
computers hooked together by a network to be used as a single 
large parallel computer. 
– Portable, available  from laptops to CRAYs. 
– http://www.csm.ornl.gov/pvm/
37
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WEB-SERVICES
• Web-Services are today the reference stack of protocols for building 
interoperable distributed systems 
– interoperability - standards 
• XML/SOAP + WSDL/UDDI 
• high-level WS-* standards 
– security, reliability, coordination, choreography, etc.  
– different styles of use 
• remote procedure calls 
• service-oriented architecture 
• representational state transfer 
• In concurrent & distributed programming context 
– enabling technology for different styles of communication  
• message-passing  
• RPC
38
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ASYNCHRONOUS MESSAGE PASSING 
AND ACTORS
39
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ACTORS
• Originally introduced by Carl Hewitt and colleagues at MIT in 
70ies 
– AI context 
• Developed by Gul Agha, Akinori Yonezawa et al. in 80ies and 
90ies as the unification of OOP and concurrency 
– Concurrent Object Oriented Programming 
• [YON-87][AGHA-90] 
– many languages & frameworks developed 
• ACT++, SALSA, Kilim, ABCL family, E, AmbientTalk, 
ActorFoundry,... 
– recent paper: [ACTORS] 
• Playing a major role in the mainstream nowadays 
– as an alternative model to multi-threaded programming 
– Erlang, Scala/Akka actors, HTML5 Web Workers, DART 
isolates, etc.
40
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ACTOR LIBRARIES AND FRAMEWORKS 
• Many actor frameworks based on familiar languages (from 
[KAR-2009]): 
– C/C++ (Act++ [8], Broadway [9], Thal [10]),  
– Smalltalk (Actalk [11]),  
– Python (Stackless Python [12], Parley [13]),  
– Ruby (Stage [14]),  
– .NET (Microsoft’s Asynchronous Agents Library [15], 
Retlang [16]) 
– Java/Scala Actors library [17], Kilim [18], Jetlang [19], 
ActorFoundry [20], Actor Architecture [21], Actors Guild 
[22], JavAct [23], AJ [24], and Jsasb [25]) 
• Recent updates 
– http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Actor_model
41
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ACTORS: CORE IDEA
• Asynchronous message passing among autonomous purely 
reactive objects called actors 
– everything is an actor 
• with a unique identifier  
• a unique mailbox where messages are enqueued 
– every interaction takes place as async message passing 
– strongly related to Alan Kay’s original OOP idea 
• the key point was message passing  
• http://lists.squeakfoundation.org/pipermail/squeak-dev/1998-October/017019.html 
• http://www.smalltalk.org/smalltalk/TheEarlyHistoryOfSmalltalk_Abstract.html 
• Everything - including traditional control structures, can be 
modeled as patterns of messages among actors 
– [HEW-77] 
42
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ACTORS AS AUTONOMOUS 
REACTIVE OBJECTS
• Actor abstraction 
– computational entities encapsulating a state, 
behaviour and a logical control flow (or thread of 
control) 
• classic objects in modern OOP do not encapsulate 
control flow 
• Uncoupling physical vs. logical concurrency 
– actors do not necessarily own a physical thread of 
control (OS threads) 
• you can have a system of N actors (e.g. 100000) 
running on a machine using M cores/threads (e.g. 8)
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ACTOR BASIC PRIMITIVES
• Only three primitives (actions) to compose an actor behaviour 
– send 
• asynchronously sending a message to a specified actor 
• it is to concurrent programming what procedure invocation is 
to sequential programming 
– create 
• create an actor with the specified behavior 
• it is to concurrent programming what procedure abstraction is 
to sequential programming  
– become 
• specify a new behavior (local state) to be used by actor to 
respond to the next message it processed 
• gives actors a history-sensitive behaviour necessary for 
shared, mutable data objects 
• An actor can only communicate with actors to which it is connected  
– connected means the actor knows their identifiers 
– id can be exchanged in messages..
44
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I. DEFINITION
Actors is a model of concurrent computation for devel-
oping parallel, distributed and mobile systems. Each actor
is an autonomous object that operates concurrently and
asynchronously, receiving and sending messages to other
actors, creating new actors, and updating its own local state.
An actor system consists of a collection of actors, some of
whom may send messages to, or receive messages from,
actors outside the system.
II. PRELIMINARIES
An actor has a name that is globally unique and a
behavior which determines its actions. In order to send
an actor a message, the actor’s name must be used; a
name cannot be guessed but it may be communicated in a
message. When an idle is idle, and it has a pending message,
the actor accepts the message, and does the computation
defined by its behavior. As a result the actor may take
three types of actions: send messages, create new actors,
and update its local state. An actor’s behavior may change
as it modifies its local state. Actors do not share state:
an actor must explicitly send a message to another actor
in order to affect the latter’s behavior. Each actor carries
out its actions concurrently (and asynchronously) with other
actors. Moreover, the path a message takes, as well as
network delays it may encounter, are not specified. Thus the
arrival order of messages is indeterminate. The key semantic
properties of the standard Actor model are encapsulation of
state and atomic execution of a method in response to a
message, fairness in scheduling actors and in the delivery
of messages, and location transparency enabling distributed
execution and mobility.
A. Advantages of the Actor Model:
In the object-oriented programming paradigm, an object
encapsulates data and behavior. This separates the interface
of an object (what an object does) from the its representation
(how it does it). Such separation enables modular reasoning
about object-based programs and facilitates their evolution.
Actors extend the advantages of objects to concurrent com-
putations by separating control (where and when) from the
logic of a computation.
msg
create
Figure 1. Actors are concurrent objects which communicate through
messages and may create new actors. An actor may be viewed as an
object augmented with its own control, a mailbox and a globally unique,
immutable name.
The Actor model of programming [1] allows programs to
be decomposed into self-contained, autonomous, interactive,
asynchronously operating components. Due to their asyn-
chronous operation, actors provide a model for the nonde-
terminism inherent in distributed systems, reactive systems,
mobile systems, and any form of interactive computing.
B. History:
The concept of actors has developed over three decades.
The earliest use of the term actors was in Carl Hewitt’s
Planner [2] where the term referred to rule-based active
entities which search a knowledge base for patterns to match,
and in response, trigger actions. For the next two decades,
Hewitt’s group worked on actors as agents of computation,
and it evolved as a model of concurrent computing. A brief
history of actor research can be found in [3]. The commonly
used definition of actors today follows the work of Agha
(1985) which defines actors using a simple operational
semantics [1].
ACTOR MODEL
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KEY ASPECTS OF THE SEMANTICS
• Key aspects of the semantics defining the actor behavior 
– pure reactive behaviour 
• an actor works only when receiving a message  
• no messages => blocked 
– state encapsulation  
• an actor cannot directly access to the inner state of other actors  
– macro-step semantics  
• once received a message, the corresponding computation is 
executed completely before receiving another message  
– fairness in message delivering & processing 
• a message sent to an actor is eventually delivered to its 
destination and processed by the actor 
– location transparency 
• to send a msg to an actor we don’t need to know its location, 
just  its identity
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REMARKS ABOUT MESSAGES
• Send semantics 
– in the basic model messages sent by a send are eventually 
delivered to the target actor, but no assumption can be 
done on how long it will take 
• No ordering & msg exchange patterns 
– no assumption can be done on the  order with which 
messages are received by the target actor 
• ...even when the two sends are done by the same sender 
actor, in sequence  
– every kind of ordering (as well as synch and coordinated 
behavior) must be achieved by means of patterns of 
message exchanges
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ACTOR MODEL IMPLEMENTATIONS
• Implemented in many recent languages and frameworks 
– Erlang, Scala Actors, HTML5 Web Worker, Google DART 
(isolates)... 
• However with slightly different features and semantics 
– see [KAR-09]  
• Some main important differences 
– explicit vs. implicit message loop 
– pattern-driven receive  
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ENCAPSULATED EVENT LOOP & 
IMPLICIT RECEIVE
• Actor behaviour governed by a kind of event-loop 
!
!
!
!
 
• Actor behavior defined by the handlers (body) 
– each handler is a sequence of actions modifying the inner 
state of the actor and possibly sending messages and 
creating other actors 
• Actor explicit control architecture 
– embedding the loop out of programmers’code
49
loop {	
  msg <- waitForMsg()	
  handler <- selectHandler(msg)	
  execute (handler)	
}
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• Macro-step semantics 
– an handler is executed completely before receiving the next 
message 
– handlers should have a non-blocking behavior 
• the only “blocking” point is managed by the event loop 
• Same semantics of event-driven architectures  
– event-driven OS 
• e.g. GUI management 
– modern Web programming 
• e.g. JavaScript with callbacks 
–  both client & server (e.g. node.js)
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ENCAPSULATED EVENT LOOP & 
IMPLICIT RECEIVE
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CONCRETE EXAMPLES:  
ACTOR FOUNDRY & AKKA 
• ActorFoundry  
– Java-based academic-level framework developed by Agha’s group 
• http://osl.cs.uiuc.edu/software/actor-foundry/ 
• it include some optimizations and idea developed by other 
research works, such as Kilim  
• see [KAR-09] 
• Akka technology 
– rich-full industrial-oriented actor framework for Java and Scala 
environments 
• http://akka.io/ 
• including many other features (e.g. Erlang-like fault tolerance,...) 
– superseding Scala Actor lib  
• see Philipp Haller invited at AGERE! workshop 2012 [AGERE] 
• http://docs.scala-lang.org/overviews/core/actors-migration-
guide.html
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TASTE OF ACTORS IN ACTOR-FOUNDRY
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public class PingActor extends Actor {!
  ActorName otherPinger;!
  @message!
  public void start(ActorName other) {!
    otherPinger = other;!
    send(otherPinger, "ping", self(), Id.stamp()+"called from " + self());!
  }!
  @message!
  public void ping(ActorName caller, String msg) {!
    send(stdout, "println", Id.stamp()+"Received ping (" + msg +") from " + caller + "...");!
    send(caller, "alive", Id.stamp()+self().toString() + " is alive");!
  }!
  @message!
  public void alive(String reply) {!
    send(stdout, "println", Id.stamp()+"Received " + reply + " from pinged actor");!
  }!
}!
public class PingBoot extends Actor {!!
  @message!
  public void boot()  throws RemoteCodeException {!
    ActorName pinger1 = null;!
    ActorName pinger2 = null;!!
    pinger1 = create(osl.examples.ping.PingActor.class);!
    pinger2 = create(osl.examples.ping.PingActor.class);!
    !
    send(pinger1, "start", pinger2);!
  }!
}!
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TASTE OF AKKA ACTORS IN JAVA 
- UNTYPED ACTORS
53
import akka.actor.UntypedActor;	
import akka.event.Logging;	
import akka.event.LoggingAdapter;	
 	
public class MyUntypedActor extends UntypedActor {	
  LoggingAdapter log = Logging.getLogger(getContext().system(), this);	
 	
  public void onReceive(Object message) throws Exception {	
    if (message instanceof String){	
      log.info("Received String message: {}", message);	
      getSender.tell(“received”);	
    } else	
      unhandled(message);	
  }	
}
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TASTE OF AKKA ACTORS IN JAVA 
- TYPED ACTORS
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public class Calculator implements CalculatorInt {	!
  Integer counter = 0;	!
  // Non blocking request response	
  public Future<Integer> add(Integer first, Integer second) {	
    return Futures.successful(first + second, TypedActor.dispatcher());	
  }	!
  // Non blocking request response	
  public Future<Integer> subtract(Integer first, Integer second) {	
    return Futures.successful(first - second, TypedActor.dispatcher());	
  }	!
  // fire and forget	
  public void incrementCount() {	
    counter++;	
  }	!
  // Blocking request response	
  public Option<Integer> incrementAndReturn() {	
    return Option.some(++counter);	
  }	
}	
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TASTE OF AKKA ACTORS IN JAVA 
- TYPED ACTORS
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package org.akka.essentials.calculator;	
!
import akka.dispatch.Future;	
import akka.japi.Option;	
!
public interface CalculatorInt {	
  void incrementCount();	
  Future<Integer> add(Integer first, Integer second);	
  Future<Integer> subtract(Integer first, Integer second);	
  Option<Integer> incrementAndReturn();	
}	
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ENCAPSULATED EVENT LOOP & 
IMPLICIT RECEIVE: REMARKS
• Macro-step semantics - consequences 
– this avoids race conditions and simplifies reasoning about 
programs  
– ...but it strongly complicates programming 
• “asynchronous spaghetti” problem 
• see [RS-12]
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“ASYNCHRONOUS SPAGHETTI”
• Problem affecting more generally modern event-driven 
architectures based on callbacks and event loops 
– e.g. Web programming in JavaScript 
• Application logic broken in a unstructured set of handlers (or 
callbacks) 
– each reacting to some event  
• e.g. receipt of a message 
• example 
– actor program to evaluate the expression sin(x)*cos(y) 
exploiting multiple actors 
• hp: x and y are known to one initial actor and we have sin 
actor and cos actor   
• Proposed solutions 
– promises, promise pipelines  
•  e.g. jQuery library [ASYNCH JS]
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SYNCHRONIZATION & MSG ORDERING
• Synchronization in actors is achieved through communication 
• Two commonly used communication patterns: 
– Remote Procedure Call (RPC) -like messaging 
• sending a request and waiting the reply before proceeding  
– local synchronization constraints  
• selecting when (=guards) receiving messages  
• Language constructs are typically provided to  actor 
programmers to specify such patterns 
– such lang constructs are definable anyway in terms of 
primitive actor constructs 
– ... but providing them as first-class linguistic objects 
simplifies programming
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RPC-like MESSAGING
• Can be implemented as a protocol.  
– e.g [ACTORS]:  
• the client actor sends a request; 
• the client then checks incoming messages; 
• if the incoming message corresponds to the reply to its 
request, the client takes the appropriate action  
• if an incoming message does not correspond to the reply to 
its request, the message must be handled  
– for example, by being buffered for later processing 
• the client continues to check messages for the reply 
• Direct support provided by frameworks 
– call primitive in ActorFoundry
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MESSAGE ORDERING PROBLEM
• asynchrony =>  the number of possible orderings in which 
messages may arrive is exponential in the number of 
messages that are ‘pending’ at any time  
– i.e., messages that have been sent but have not been 
received  
• A sender may be unaware of the state of the actor receiver of 
the message => the recipient may not be in a state where it 
can process the message it is receiving. 
– e.g. a spooler may not have a job when some printer 
requests one.  
• The need for such orderings leads to considerable complexity 
in concurrent programs 
– often introducing bugs or inefficiencies due to suboptimal 
implementation strategies. 
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PRINTER SPOOLER EXAMPLE
• Suppose a ‘get’ message from an idle printer to its spooler 
may arrive when the spooler has no jobs to return the printer. 
•  One way to address this problem is for the spooler to refuse 
the request.  
– now the printer needs to repeatedly poll the spooler until 
the latter has a job.  
– busy waiting =>  can be expensive–preventing the waiting 
actor from possibly doing other work while it “waits”, and it 
results in unnecessary message traffic.  
•  An alternate is to the spooler buffer the ‘get’ message for 
deferred processing 
– the effect of such buffering is to change the order in which 
the messages are processed in a way that guarantees that 
the number of messages put messages to the spooler is 
always greater than the number of get messages 
processed by the spooler
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LOCAL SYNCHRONIZATION CONSTRAINTS
• If pending messages are buffered explicitly inside the body of 
an actor, the code specifying the functionality (the how or 
representation) of the actor is mixed with the logic determining 
the order in which the actor processes the messages (the 
when).  
– such mixing violates the software principle of separation of 
concerns.  
• Researchers have proposed various constructs to enable 
programmers to specify the correct orderings in a modular and 
abstract way 
– specifically, as logical formulae (predicates) over the state 
of an actor and the type of messages.  
• Many actor languages and frameworks provide such 
constructs 
– local synchronization constraints in ActorFoundry
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LSC IN ACTOR FOUNDRY
• Enabling/disabling condition specified for handlers 
– by means of annotations
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4. PROGRAMMING ABSTRACTIONS
We now discuss two useful programming abstractions for
communication and synchronization in actor programs.
4.1 Request-Reply Messaging Pattern
Request-reply messages express the most common pattern
of messaging and synchronization in actor programs. In this
pattern, the sender of a message blocks waiting for the reply
to arrive before it can proceed [33, 34, 35]. This RPC-like
pattern is sometimes also called synchronous messaging. For
example, an actor that requests a stock quote from a broker
needs to wait for the quote to arrive before it can make a
decision whether or not to buy the stock (see Figure 4).
Figure 4: Request-reply messaging pattern blocks
the sender of a request until it receives the reply.
All other incoming messages during this period are
deferred for later processing.
Without a high-level abstraction for request-reply messag-
ing, the programmer has to explicitly encode the following
steps in their program: an actor sends the request, waits
for the reply to arrive and for each incoming message, the
actor checks whether the message is a reply to the request
or is another message that happened to arrive between the
request and the reply.
Request-reply messaging is almost universally supported
in Actor languages and frameworks. For example, it is avail-
able as a primitive in Scala Actors, SALSA, Actor Architec-
ture and ActorFoundry.
4.2 Local Synchronization Constraints
Observe that each actor operates asynchronously and mes-
sage passing is also subject to arbitrary communication de-
lays; therefore, the order of messages processed by an actor
is nondeterministic. However, sometimes an actor needs to
process messages in a specific order. For example a single
element buÆer has to alternate the processing of put and
get messages [36]. This requires that the order in which
messages are processed is restricted. Synchronization con-
straints simplify the task of programming such restrictions
on the order in which messages are processed. For exam-
ple, they can allow the programmer to declare that an actor
postpone the processing of a message until it receives some
sequence of messages, or until a condition on the actor’s
state is satisfied.
Figure 5 shows the state diagram of a bounded buÆer.
This state diagram explains how a bounded buÆer actor ac-
cepts diÆerent messages based on its current state.
Figure 5: Bounded BuÆer State Diagram
From a programming language design perspective, it is de-
sirable to separate the specification of when a message is pro-
cessed from the specification of how a message is processed.
Such a separation makes the process of reasoning about the
system more modular. In this case, method implementations
specify how to respond to a message, and synchronization
constraints specify when to respond to a message [36]. Sep-
arating synchronization constraints also makes it easier for
programmers to change the implementation of the methods
(in ways not aÆecting the state variables that are used in
the synchronization constraints), or change the constraints,
without aÆecting the other.
The following code is an example of a synchronization con-
straint in the ActorFoundry. Here, the method disablePut
defines a synchronization constraint for the message put.
Note that the constraint is required to be a side-eÆect free
function (to enable e±cient evaluation as well as simplify
the semantics).
@Disable(messageName = "put")
public Boolean disablePut(Integer x) {
if (bufferReady) {
return (tail == bufferSize);
}
else {
return true;
}
}
In the above code, the constraint returns true if the put
message cannot be processed in the actor’s current state. At
runtime, a message is processed if it is not disabled i.e., no
constraint returns true for the message (see Figure 6). A
disabled message is placed in a queue called save queue for
later processing.
Figure 6: Implementation semantics of local syn-
chronization constraints in ActorFoundry
@Disable(messageName = "put")	
public Boolean disablePut(Integer x) {	
  if (bufferReady) {	
    return (tail == bufferSize);	
  } else return true; }
In this code, the constraint 
returns true if the put 
message cannot be 
processed in the actor’s 
current state. At runtime, a 
message is processed if it 
is not disabled i.e., no 
constraint returns true for 
the message. A disabled 
message is placed in a 
queue called save queue 
for later processing.
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EXPLICIT LOOP / EXPLICIT RECEIVE
• No explicit control architecture (and implicit event loops) 
– receiving loops must be explicitly handled by programmers 
– receive primitive 
• typically provided with some support for a selective receive 
with guards 
– this approach is the like direct asynchronous message 
passing discussed previously 
• Concrete examples 
– Erlang language 
– Scala Actors Library (deprecated => AKKA)
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TASTE OF ACTORS IN  
THE OLD SCALA ACTOR LIB
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class Ping(count: int, pong: Actor) extends Actor {!
  def act() {!
    var pingsLeft = count - 1!
    pong ! Ping!
    while (true) {!
      receive {!
        case Pong =>!
          if (pingsLeft % 1000 == 0)!
            Console.println("Ping: pong")!
          if (pingsLeft > 0) {!
            pong ! Ping!
            pingsLeft -= 1!
          } else {!
            Console.println("Ping: stop")!
            pong ! Stop!
            exit()!
          }!
      }!
    }!
  }!
}!
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TASTE OF ACTORS IN ERLANG
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account(Balance) ->!
    receive!
      {deposit, Amount, Whom} ->!
        Whom ! {deposit_receipt, Amount},!
        account(Balance + Amount);!
      {balance, Whom} ->!
        Whom ! {balance, Balance},!
        account(Balance);!
      {withdrawal, Amount, Whom} when Amount > Balance ->!
        Whom ! overdraft,!
        account(Balance);!
      {withdrawal, Amount, Whom} ->!
        Whom ! {withdrawal_receipt, Amount},!
        account(Balance - Amount)!
    end.!!
  ...!
  Account = spawn(fun () -> account(0) end).!!
  Account ! {withdrawal, 200}.!
  receive!
    {withdrawal_receipt, Amount} -> ok,!
    overdraft -> not_ok!
  end.!!
  Account ! {deposit, 300}.!
  receive {deposit_receipt, A} -> A end.!
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MORE ABOUT ERLANG
• Functional language providing a native support for concurrent 
programming  
– based on processes and process asynchronous communication 
through message passing 
• Developed in Ericsson since 1987 for building telecom applications 
– along with ADA, it can be considered the most used and robust 
concurrent programming language adopted by the industry 
• BEAM concurrent virtual machine  
– BEAM stands for Bogdan/Björn's Erlang Abstract Machine 
– completely abstract / virtual notion of process 
• not related to OS process or OS threads 
– extremely efficient process management 
• hundred of thousands processes can be created on a single 
host 
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ERLANG AS A FUNCTIONAL LANGUAGE
• An Erlang program describes a series of functions 
– operators as special kind of functions 
– each function uses pattern matching to determine which function 
to execute 
• variables  start with upper-case (like Prolog) 
– no global variables 
!
!
!
• Modules are used to package functions 
– example: math.erl source file
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fact(0) -> 1;!
fact(N) -> N * fact(N - 1).
-module(math).!
-export([fact/1]).!
-export([fib/1]).!!
fact(0) -> 1;!
fact(N) -> N * fact(N - 1);!!
fib(1) -> 1;!
fib(2) -> 1;!
fib(N) -> fib(N-1) + fib(N-2);
fib(1) -> 1;!
fib(2) -> 1;!
fib(N) -> fib(N-1) + fib(N-2).
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ERLANG AS A FUNCTIONAL LANGUAGE
• Calling functions 
!
!
• Compiling and executing programs (..is calling functions..)
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Erlang (BEAM) emulator version 5.6.4 [source] [smp:2] [async-
threads:0] [kernel-poll:false]!!
Eshell V5.6.4  (abort with ^G)!
1> c(math). !
{ok,math}!
2> Res = math:fact(15).!
1307674368000!
X = math:fact(100).
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DATA STRUCTURES
• Tuple and list as primitive structured data structures 
– besides atomic data structures (atoms), such as symbols, constants, 
numbers and strings 
• Tuples 
– record-like ordered structure with a fixed number of elements 
• e.g. Point = { point, 10, 20 } 
– support for pattern matching 
• e.g. {point, X, Y } = Point   
– X is bound to 10 and Y to 20 
• Lists 
– to store a variable number of data items 
• e.g. ThingsToBuy = [ { apples, 10 }, { pears, 6 }, { juice, 2 }  ]  
– head and tail notation: [ H | T ] 
• e.g. ThingsToBuy = [ {apples, X} | T ]  
– X is bound to 10 and T to [{ pears, 6 }, { juice, 2 } ]
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DEFINING PROCESSES (= ACTORS)
• A process (actor in Erlang) is a computational activity whose 
computational behavior is given by some  specific function 
• The spawn primitive to launch a process, getting its PID 
– specifying the function module, function name and parameters 
!
!
• Processes are logical entities 
– the BEAM maps logical processes to physical threads 
> programs can have thousands of processes 
> process creation is very cheap
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Pid = spawn(math, fact,[999]).
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EXAMPLE: 
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-module(processes).!
-export([max/1]).!!
%% max(N)!
%%  Create N processes then destroy them!
%%  See how much time this takes!!
max(N) ->!
  Max = erlang:system_info(process_limit),!
  io:format("Maximum allowed processes:~p~n",[Max]),!
  statistics(runtime),!
  statistics(wall_clock),!
  L = for(1, N, fun() -> spawn(fun() -> wait() end) end),!
  {_, Time1} = statistics(runtime),!
  {_, Time2} = statistics(wall_clock),!
  lists:foreach(fun(Pid) -> Pid ! die end, L),!
  U1 = Time1 * 1000 / N,!
  U2 = Time2 * 1000 / N,!
  io:format("Process spawn time=~p (~p) microseconds~n",[U1, U2]).!!
wait() ->!
  receive!
    die -> void!
  end.!!
for(N, N, F) -> [F()];!
for(I, N, F) -> [F()|for(I+1, N, F)].!
!!
1> processes:max(20000).!
Maximum allowed processes:32768!
Process spawn time=5.5 (9.4) microseconds!
ok!!!!
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ASYNCHRONOUS MESSAGE PASSING 
• Processes (actors) can communicate solely through message 
passing 
– each process has a mailbox, where msg are enqueued 
• Sending messages: ! operator  
– syntax: 
!
• Receiving messages: receive construct 
– specifying a pattern  
– syntax: 
!
!
!
!
– semantics: blocked until a msg in the message queue is found 
matching a pattern and the corresponding guard is true
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Pid ! Message
receive !
 Pattern1 [when Guard1 ] -> Expression1;!
 Pattern2 [when Guard2 ] -> Expression2;!
 ...!
end
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A SIMPLE EXAMPLE
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-module(area_server0).!
-export([loop/0]).!!
loop() ->!
  receive!
    { rectangle, Width, Ht} ->!
    ! io:format("Area of rectangle is ~p~n",[Width*Ht]),!
    ! loop();!
    { circle, R } ->!
    ! io:format("Area of rectangle is ~p~n",[3.14159*R*R]),!
    ! loop();!
    Other ->!
    ! io:format("I don't know what the area of a ~p is ~n",[Other]),!
    ! loop()!
  end. 20> c(area_server0).!
{ok,area_server0}!
21> Pid = spawn(fun area_server0:loop/0).!
<0.79.0>!
22> Pid ! {rectangle, 3, 4}.!
Area of rectangle is 12!
{rectangle,3,4}!
23> Pid ! {circle,1}.       !
Area of rectangle is 3.14159!
{circle,1}!
24> Pid ! {triangle,1,4}.!
I don't know what the area of a triangle is !
{triangle,1,4
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“COUNTER” EXAMPLE IN ERLANG
• Note the “everything is a process” philosophy 
– no shared memory, then a counter is a process...
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-module(counter).!
-export([start/0]).!
 !
start() -> loop(0).!
loop(Sum) ->!
  receive!
    {inc} ->!
      loop(Sum+1);!
    {getValue, Pid} ->!
      Pid ! {count_value, Sum},!
      loop(Sum)!
  end.
-module(counter_user).!
-export([start/2]).!
 !
start(Counter,N) -> loop(Counter,0,N).!!
loop(_,N,N).  !
loop(Counter,I,N) ->!
  Counter ! {inc},!
  loop(Counter,I+1,N).!
1> Pid = spawn(counter,start,[]),!
   spawn(counter_user,start,[Pid,100)), spawn(counter_user,start,[Pid,100]).!
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SYNCHRONIZATION & MSG ORDERING 
WITH EXPLICIT RECEIVES
• Synch can be implemented by communication patterns based 
also on receives 
– e.g. RPC = send + explicit receive 
• The message ordering problem is tackled by the built-in 
behavior of the selective receive 
– messages that don’t match any arm of the selective receive 
are removed and placed in a deferred queue 
– as soon as a msg matching one of the arm is found and the 
receive is unblocked, all the messages in the deferred 
queue are put back in the main queue
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SUMMARY
• Message passing communication model 
– basic primitives 
– synchronous/asynchronous 
– patterns 
• client-server interactions 
• active resource managers (vs monitors) 
– guarded communication 
– peer-to-peer interaction 
• Asynchronous message passing and actors 
– actor abstraction & semantics 
– implementations 
• explicit/implicit receive/event loop 
• ActorFoundry, Erlang examples
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